Host ACTDMark says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=

Host ACTDMark says:
<COMPUTER> SEVENTEEN BORG DRONES DETECTED IN MAIN ENGINEERING

CSO_Sulek says:
::at science phaser in hand::

SCIKoepke says:
::takes her phaser, even though she knows it won't help a lot::

CNS_Pratt says:
::almost to sickbay::

CEOStevns says:
::notices the 17 borg in engineering::

Grey76 says:
CO: Trying to confirm or deny Borg presence

Host CO_Lenor says:
::enters bridge from Ready Room::  What the heck??  ::looks at Maverick::

EO_Stefn says:
::Grabs plasma welder and knocks one of the Borg on the head::

CEOStevns says:
::looks for phaser::

FCOBrowng says:
::Draws phaser, sets to modulating frequencies::

Host ACTDMark says:
::Drones mill about Main Engineering, accessing various Consoles::

XO_Mav says:
CO: 17 Borg have boarded, sir!

XO_Mav says:
CO: They're in engineering!

Host ACTDMark says:
::They completely Ignore the Q's crew::

CNS_Pratt says:
::arriving in sickbay::

Grey76 says:
17 borg are in enginnering

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: Recommend we put modulated force field around all essetial areas in Engineering

Host CO_Lenor says:
Sulek: do it

CEOStevns says:
::finds phaser and sets to kill and fires at one borg drone near the main console::

Host ACTDMark says:
::The Drones completely go over Engineering::

XO_Mav says:
CO: Sir, I request permission to head down to engineering

Host ACTDMark says:
::When they complete looking at everything they beam away::

Ops_Grey says:
CO: I recommednd Locking out the Main Computer

SCIKoepke says:
::sits back down at the console and tries to retrieve some usable info of the borg ships::

Host ACTDMark says:
<COMPUTER>  Intruders no longer detected.

CSO_Sulek says:
::programs console and activates forcefields::

XO_Mav says:
:: looks at readings :: CO: They're gone...

Host CO_Lenor says:
XO: granted

Ops_Grey says:
All: What the...?

SCIKoepke says:
CO: there are no borg ships anywhere

XO_Mav says:
Sulek: Scan the area for large Tachyon clouds... or any dense area.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* find out what the borg were doing... and what they were accessing

Ops_Grey says:
CO: Confirmed NO Borg at all

CSO_Sulek says:
XO: aye ::scanning::

EO_Stefn says:
::Looks at CEO_Stevens, quizzically::CEO: Sir? Any thoughts on what we have just witnesed?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ops: any sign of where they came from

CEOStevns says:
::runs to console and looks at scans of engineering::

FCOBrowng says:
::Begins a thourough scan of the helm controls, checking for any anomolies or Borg implants::

XO_Mav says:
:: opens up sensor logs ::

SCIKoepke says:
All: Don't tell me I'm going nuts!

CEOStevns says:
EO:I am baffled

EO_Stefn says:
::steps over to other panel and does the same::

CSO_Sulek says:
XO:  No borg ships detected

XO_Mav says:
Sulek: No Tachyon Particle Clouds?

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO*Any idea what they were doing down there?

SCIKoepke says:
XO: Nothing

CEOStevns says:
::looks over console and runs level 3 dianostic::

CSO_Sulek says:
XO: No trace what so ever.

CEOStevns says:
*CO*No sir

CEOStevns says:
*CO*Still evaluating the situation

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO*  acknowledged

Ops_Grey says:
CO: I can't find anything wrong

CEOStevns says:
::gets results no problem with sensors or holographic projectors.

CSO_Sulek says:
XO: should I deactivate forcefields in Engineering?

FCOBrowng says:
CO: Resume course?

XO_Mav says:
Sulek: Yes...

SCIKoepke says:
::thinks: I am going insane on this ship::

Ops_Grey says:
::looks under his console checking for anything::

CEOStevns says:
*CO*I ran a dianostic on the systems in engineering and they are showing no malfunctions.

CSO_Sulek says:
::deactivates fields::

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: try to find out where they came from... I don't want them on board again

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: Aye

Ops_Grey says:
CO: Orders?

SCIKoepke says:
CO: Already finished analysis, they were never there...sensors detect nothing at all

CEOStevns says:
EO:start compiling information on everything that was happening in engineering during this "boarding".

XO_Mav says:
CO: How about a security team on every deck, sir?

EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Should I run a complete sensor scan? Perhaps we can determine the reason for the visit?

CSO_Sulek says:
::begins scanning for any spacial anomallies::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ops: try to find out why they were here... and how to keep them from boarding again

Ops_Grey says:
CO: Aye

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Pratt* please come to the bridge...

CNS_Pratt says:
*CO*:  Aye Captain, on my way.

Ops_Grey says:
CO: I'll be in Main Engineering

Host CO_Lenor says:
XO: do it

CNS_Pratt says:
::leaves sick bay for bridge::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::nods to Grey::

FCOBrowng says:
CO: What are your orders, Captain?

CEOStevns says:
EO:yeah do it

CEOStevns says:
EO:report when you have finished

Ops_Grey says:
::enters turbolift:: Enginnering

XO_Mav says:
:: talks to the Tactical Officer and sets up a security team on every deck, at multiple places ::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Browning: get us out of here... continue back toward the reley station

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Ship suddenly drops out of Warp as the ship passes through a Transwarp Wake.

SCIKoepke says:
::tries to collect her thoughts after this weird stuff that has been going on the past few days::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Sulek: what was that?

Ops_Grey says:
::braces hisself in turbolift::

EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Aye sir. ::Hurries to Station and compiles info, while running a sensor scan looking for any  corollaries::

FCOBrowng says:
CO: Should we follow the wake?

CSO_Sulek says:
CO:  We have passed through a transwarp wake.

CNS_Pratt says:
::arrives at bridge::

EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Yes sir.

Ops_Grey says:
::Arrives in Enginnering::

CEOStevns says:
::feels that rumble and starts to look over the core and look for any breaches.

CEOStevns says:
*CO*:did you feel that too, sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sighs::

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  Counselor Pratt reporting as ordered sir.

CEOStevns says:
::notices that the warp core is down again::

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: Still no Borg ships detected.

Ops_Grey says:
CEO:  What was that?

CEOStevns says:
*CO*:Warp core offline again sir

FCOBrowng says:
CO: Speeds limited to impulse

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: I want to speak to you in my ready room... I will meet you there in a moment

CEOStevns says:
OPS:we passed through a transwarp wake, sir

EO_Stefn says:
::Runs sensor scan::Ops: We have passed through a transwarp wake sir.

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: ok.. any chance of getting warp back/

CNS_Pratt says:
::proceeds to Captain's ready room and waits::

Ops_Grey says:
CEO: Have you found any idea of what the borb were doing

XO_Mav says:
*Security Teams*Remember, don't fire at any Borg if they raid again, UNLESS they begin to try to assimilate anyone or anything.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Sulek: the bridge is yours... let me know of any changes

FCOBrowng says:
CO: the wake leads to a planet 10 minutes away at present speeds

CSO_Sulek says:
CO:  The wake leads to a nearby planet.

CEOStevns says:
OPS:none at this moment scans of engineering are still going on.

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: then take us there

FCOBrowng says:
CO: Aye

Host CO_Lenor says:
::enters Ready room::

CEOStevns says:
OPS:I am very baffled.

FCOBrowng says:
::Sets course for planet::

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: Aye. ::moves to command::

SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: What do u make of this?

CEOStevns says:
::runs over to core and looks for any signs of retrieving warp capabilities::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: I want your opinion... we just were boarded by the borg... but then they just left... not taking anything... what do you make of it?

Ops_Grey says:
*CO* THis is Grey sir.  I recommend putting a level 10 modualting Force Field around engineering.

Ops_Grey says:
*Co* and possibly the Bridge

CEOStevns says:
EO:Have you finished scans?

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  I don't know Captain.  It seems very unlike the Borg.

CSO_Sulek says:
Julia:  I am uncertain.  Please run long range scans on the planet.

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  Did they take any data, or anything?

SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: Yes sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Grey* set it up but do not activiate it until I give the order

CSO_Sulek says:
Ops:  Estimated arrival time to planet?

Ops_Grey says:
*CO* Aye. SHould we lock out the main COmputer?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: I am assumeing they did.... we haven't beena ble to find out what they accessed

CEOStevns says:
EO: have you finshed scans, yet

EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Scans read negative sir.

CEOStevns says:
EO:thank you.

FCOBrowng says:
CO: less than 10 min. at curent speeds

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  I see.  We only have a crew of 90.  Seventeen drones would likely have tried to assimilate us, even if that's all there were.

CEOStevns says:
EO: look to see if any information was taken from our computers

Host CO_Lenor says:
*FCO* understood

SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: there are 20 lifesigns, somewhat borg

EO_Stefn says:
::Inclines head slightly towards CEO::

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  Do you think, perhaps, they've been cut off from the collective?  Are there any signs of Borg ships?

XO_Mav says:
*CO*I suggest an away team, sir

CSO_Sulek says:
Julia:  Somewhat borg? please be more specific.

Ops_Grey says:
CEO: Status Ensign?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: there were no signs of a ship but we did just pass through a transwarp field... just impluse power for now

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* please ready an AT

Ops_Grey says:
*CO* Sir should we lock out the main Computer?

SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: 60% chance they are borg

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Grey* no... not at this time

XO_Mav says:
*Sulek, Stevens, Grey, Security*Transporter Room 2, on the double.

XO_Mav says:
*Sulek, Stevens, Grey, Security*Phasers and Tricorders

Ops_Grey says:
CEO: Prepare a level 5 modualting force field for here and the bridge but, do no activate them till ordered!

XO_Mav says:
:: heads for TR2 ::

CEOStevns says:
OPS:aye

Ops_Grey says:
::enters turbo lift, grabs tricorder on the way::

EO_Stefn says:
::Looks towards CEO:: CEO: Sir, information that was retrieved was mostly errata on our Warp Core and Impulse Power systems.

CSO_Sulek says:
Julia: most interesting.  FCO: you have the con.  *XO*acknowledged

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  Are we detecting the Borg's link to the collective?

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* take some sort of primitive weapon with you also.... you never know when phasers will be useless.

CEOStevns says:
::sets up level 5 modualting shields around bridge and engineering and sets up for voice activation

XO_Mav says:
*CO*Primitive Weapon?

CEOStevns says:
::arms with phaser and tricorder::

Ops_Grey says:
::arrives in TR2::

CSO_Sulek says:
::crosses to turbo lift and enters:: Transporter room 2

XO_Mav says:
*CO*Like a pike or something?

FCOBrowng says:
::Moves to take the con::

Ops_Grey says:
::he is first there::

EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Orders, sir?

SCIKoepke says:
::tries to think again, waiting for new orders::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* yeah... something like that... knife, bow arrow... anything that doesn't take energy

CSO_Sulek says:
::arrives at TR2 and enters::

CEOStevns says:
EO:arm youself with a tricorder and phaser and be ready for anything

TO_Peters says:
::walks into TR2 with a phaser and tricorder::

Ops_Grey says:
*CEO* If the borg beam abaord recommened computer lock out

XO_Mav says:
:: stops at a replicator :: Computer: Replicate 4 Knives and a Pike...

CSO_Sulek says:
::takes tricorder from wall unit::

Ops_Grey says:
Ready Sulek?

EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Understood sir. ::Walks over to storage unit and take out phaser and tricorder::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: I am unsure

XO_Mav says:
:: enters TR2 holding the weapons, passes a knife around ::

TO_Peters says:
::takes a knife from Mav::

CSO_Sulek says:
Grey:  I sincerely hope so.

XO_Mav says:
ALL: Phasers and Tricorders, too... This is backup.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*SO* are we detecting any link with the borg... transmissions or such

CEOStevns says:
OPS:okay

FCOBrowng says:
::Enters standard orbit::

TO_Peters says:
Can't adapt to cold steel ::grin::

Ops_Grey says:
XO: We should take phaser rifles

FCOBrowng says:
*CO* We are orbiting the planet

SCIKoepke says:
CO: it's a cold world out there

CEOStevns says:
*CO*Captain I recommend an absolute computer lock out if the borg reboard.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*FCO* keep a lock on the AT

CSO_Sulek says:
::takes knife and stands on pad::

XO_Mav says:
Grey: We have type 2 phasers... that's enough.

XO_Mav says:
:: puts on a parka :: ALL: Get parkas, too...

Ops_Grey says:
XO: You're the boss

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* acknowledged

TO_Peters says:
::grabs a parka and slips into it::

Ops_Grey says:
::puts on flasy blue starfleet parka::

SCIKoepke says:
CO: lifesigns in a cave, filled with borg technology

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  If there's no Borg link then we're either dealing with Borg that have been cut off from the collective, or not Borg at all.

XO_Mav says:
:: slips knife into pockets holds lance in left hand in phaser in right ::

CSO_Sulek says:
All: be sure that phasers are at modulated frequencies::

Ops_Grey says:
::checks phaser settings:: All good here.

TO_Peters says:
Mav: No fair, you get a knife AND a pike.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*SO* yes but is there any apparent borg link

XO_Mav says:
Transporter Chief: Beam us down.

CSO_Sulek says:
::Puts on parka and places knife in pocket::

XO_Mav says:
Peters: This is for longer range...

Ops_Grey says:
slips knife into pocket

XO_Mav says:
Peters: We aren't going into battle, but it's backup.

SCIKoepke says:
CO: no borg link transmissions

TO_Peters says:
::puts knife into pocket::  Uh huh...

CSO_Sulek says:
::feels tranporter effect::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: I was afraid of that

XO_Mav says:
:: BEAMS DOWN ::

TO_Peters says:
::dematerializes::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*SO* understood

Ops_Grey says:
::vansishes in partile shower::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: The Away team appears outside of the Cave ::

Ops_Grey says:
@:: begins scans::

Ops_Grey says:
@XO: it's cold

XO_Mav says:
@:: looks around, pulls phaser ::

CSO_Sulek says:
@::arrives on planet, begins scan::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::heads back to the door to the ready room::  Pratt: I think we better find out what I have just done... and who we are dealing with... ::exits to bridge::

CEOStevns says:
@::pulls out tricorder and scans for borg::

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: temperature is 20 below 0

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: keep a lock on the AT... any signs of a problem and you beam them out..

CNS_Pratt says:
::follows Captain to Bridge::  CO:  Maybe we're dealing with a species that's found some "left over" Borg technology, and used it on themselves.  I think that rogue Borg would have been more aggressive with us.

Ops_Grey says:
@XO: Life signs 40 meters into that cave

Ops_Grey says:
::points at cave::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: agreed... but what could they be looking for on our ship?

FCOBrowng says:
CO: Aye, sir

CEOStevns says:
@XO:how should we proceed.

Host XO_Mav says:
@ALL: Careful.... We're going to enter the cave. Have phasers ready, but don't fire until I say so.

TO_Peters says:
@::nods::

CEOStevns says:
@XO:aye

Ops_Grey says:
@::readys phaser::

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: aye

Host CO_Lenor says:
::walks over to the captian's chair... still doesn't trust it... decides to stand:;

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  Maybe they like the feel of assimilation, and are looking for more Borg technology.  We didn't have what they wanted, so they left.

CEOStevns says:
::readys phaser::

EO_Stefn says:
::Makes minor adjustments to modulating shield around the Bridge and Engineering. adjustments improve the shield matrix by 40%::

CSO_Sulek says:
@::readies phaser::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: how could any ship not have what the borg want... the assimulate everything and everyone

FCOBrowng says:
::Maintains lock on team::

CEOStevns says:
@*EO*are all modifications made on the shields for engineering and the bridge.

CSO_Sulek says:
@::Moves carefully to cave entrance::

Host XO_Mav says:
@:: stands at the enterance to the cave ::

EO_Stefn says:
:: Sends a damage control team to decks 4 and 12::

CEOStevns says:
@::moves in behind CSO_Sulek::

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  That's my point.  Perhaps we're not dealing with true Borg, but only with an off-shoot.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* Found anything yet?

Host XO_Mav says:
@*CO*We've found a cave... We're about to enter it

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: The Away Team enters a large Cavern.. there are 20 Drones milling about::

Host XO_Mav says:
@ALL: Let's move! :: enters the cavern, keeps phaser level ::

Ops_Grey says:
@::Moves behind the team covering their backs::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt: yes... I am just repeating my thoughts outloud... hoping they would make some sence to me

CEOStevns says:
@::follows the XO::

SCIKoepke says:
::tries to keep her concentration on the things that are going on around her::

Host XO_Mav says:
@:: puts hand out :: ALL: Weapons down... Don't look threatning.

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: be ready to beam them out at anytime...

Ops_Grey says:
@::puts weapon down::

EO_Stefn says:
COM:CEO: All modifications have been implemented. Chief.

CEOStevns says:
@::puts down phaser and thinks of holstering::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: The Borgs look barely assimilated, they don't even have the grey hue to their purple skin and they completely ignore the Away team ::

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  Perhaps we should open a visual link with the Away Team.

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: If they are Borg, they should ignore, providing they are members of the collective

Host XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Well, let's have  alook around.

CEOStevns says:
@COM:EO:remember that the shield are voice activated.

Ops_Grey says:
@Xo: I would barely call them Borg

CSO_Sulek says:
@::moves to nearest borg, slowly::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: A few of the "Borg" notice the away team, but seem to try to ignore them ::

EO_Stefn says:
COM:CEO: Understood sir. Voice activation is  on my mark.

Ops_Grey says:
@::covers the CSO::

Host XO_Mav says:
@:: walks up behind a borg and looks over his shoulder ::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: The Borg tenses, but continues his work as Maverick hovers over him::

CSO_Sulek says:
@::scans borg without raising tricorder::

CEOStevns says:
@::covers the XO::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Pratt:  no it isn't possible to do that at this time... I wish we could... I would like to know what is going on down there

Host XO_Mav says:
@:: notice the Borg's muscles tense, turns and walks over to AT ::

FCOBrowng says:
CO: I reccomend that the AT modify a tricorder so that we can have a visual link

FCOBrowng says:
CO: It may be possible

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: The Borg tech seems to be ancient ::

Host XO_Mav says:
@AT: They aren't very Borgish. They're TRYING to ignore us. In fact,  I have an idea....

CEOStevns says:
@::notices the borg walking all over tempted to start shooting, but feel subsides::

Host XO_Mav says:
@:: comes up from behind and taps a borg on the shoulder ::

CEOStevns says:
@XO:what do you havesir

Host CO_Lenor says:
SO: what do the scans of the area show?

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ::The Borg screams, before remembering it had to ignore the AT ::

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: the borgs are not connected to the collective.

Ops_Grey says:
@CSO: The technology is older than our warp drive

SCIKoepke says:
CO: nothing

Ops_Grey says:
@XO: That was productive

SCIKoepke says:
CO:nothing unusual

CNS_Pratt says:
*XO*:  Mav, is there any chance we're dealing with Borg copycats here?

CSO_Sulek says:
@::Is taken aback by the sudden  noise but quickly regains composure::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::mumbles::  nothing.. of course... why would we get any information... ::sighs::

Host XO_Mav says:
@*Pratt*I don't know... It's possible. One just screamed after I tapped him.

CEOStevns says:
@::feels really confused::

SCIKoepke says:
::gives a wry smile to the captain::

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: :: yells out :: WATCH OUT!

CSO_Sulek says:
@Borg: do you understand us?

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: One of the Borgs manages to fight impulse, while the rest turn and duck ::

Ops_Grey says:
@CSO: Well they are definitly not Vulcan

Host XO_Mav says:
@:: looks at the Away Team, and smiles ::

CEOStevns says:
@XO:what is going on sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* what is going on down there?

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: We're from the Federation Starship Quirinus... We don't mean any harm.

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: The "Borg" realized what happens and decide to move into hostile mode, raising thier weapons and walking towards the AT ::

CSO_Sulek says:
@::raises eybrow at Ops::

FCOBrowng says:
CO: Suggest beamout

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: You're race is destroyed! We've collapsed the homeworld!

CEOStevns says:
@::notices there aggresive posture and raises weapon::

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:  Recommend stun

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> ::All trying to speak at once, badly::  We are the Borg.  Resistance is futile.  Your biological and technological distinctiveness will be added to our own.  You will be assimilated.

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Your leaders told all remaining Borg to work with the Federation, or else the wrath of humans would grip them too!

CEOStevns says:
@::scuffs at statement::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: monitor them... give them a moment... if it looks like they are still in trouble get them out of there

FCOBrowng says:
CO: Aye

CEOStevns says:
@::of borg::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ :: The Borg stop at Maverick's statement.. and look confused ::

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: If they are borg, it should have no effect.

Ops_Grey says:
@CSO: I hope he knows what he is doing.

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: They said that you should work with us and be our friends!

CEOStevns says:
@CSO:do you know what he is trying to do.

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg #1> Maverick: The Collective has chosen this one to speak.

Ops_Grey says:
@BORG1:Desgination.

CSO_Sulek says:
@Ops: An unconnected borg is lost without the hive

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> Maverick: One of Twenty.  Unimatrix 101.

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Unlikely. We have gotten reports that Unimatrix 101 was loctaed 46.3 lightyears from here!

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> :: Looks confused and lost ::  Maverick:  I am Unimatrix 101, Version 2

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: No, you aren't!

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> Maverick: YES I AM!!

SCIKoepke says:
CO: permission to go to quarters for a moment

Ops_Grey says:
@CSO,CEO: What the heck is he doing?

CNS_Pratt says:
CO:  Captain, the Away Team appears to have things under control.  Request permission to resume duty.

Host XO_Mav says:
@ Borg: Who told you that you were?

CEOStevns says:
@OPS:trying to confuse the borg into doing what he says.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks at Koepke::  at this time?  why?

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> Maverick: The Collective.

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: On what date?

Host CO_Lenor says:
::nods to Pratt::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> Maverick: Borg Year 29304

SCIKoepke says:
CO: I do not feel well...but it's not important...

CNS_Pratt says:
::exits bridge, on his way to office::

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Good... Now what is it you were going to say?

Host CO_Lenor says:
SO: you are excused... if there is a problem report to sickbay

Ops_Grey says:
@CEO+CSO:Leave it to Maverick to do that

SCIKoepke says:
CO:aye ::heads towards TL::

CEOStevns says:
@OPS:that is true

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> Maverick: You are to be assimilated.

CNS_Pratt says:
::arrives in office::  Computer:  Resume scheduled apppointments.

SCIKoepke says:
::exits TL, enters quarters::

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: No, I'm not!

CSO_Sulek says:
Ops, CEO:  I believe the XO is calling the Borgs bluff.

SCIKoepke says:
::takes the PADD from bed and reads the message over again::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> :: Looks so confused and lost ::  Maverick: Resistance... is ... Futile.

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: No, it's not...

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Resistance is not futile!

Ops_Grey says:
@CSO: Logic or Borg Poker? What was your clue?

CEOStevns says:
@OPS,CSO:I believe he is andI think it is working.

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> Maverick:  Uhhh.... We are Borg

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Are not!

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> :: The Borg starts to fidget::

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Hey... Don't overload there...

SCIKoepke says:
::sits down, but does not take her eyes off that depressing message::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::waits to hear a report from the AT::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> ::Advances on Maverick::  Maverick:  You will be estimated.

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Will not!

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: does the AT seem to be safe at the moment... any sign of danger/

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: SIT DOWN!

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: ON THE GROUND!

CSO_Sulek says:
@borg: I believe you mean assimilated

FCOBrowng says:
CO:  Maverick appears to be quite in control

CEOStevns says:
@::smiles at the situation::

CNS_Pratt says:
::notices that SO is next regularly scheduled counseling appointment::

Host XO_Mav says:
@ALL BORG: All of you, sit down! On the ground!

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg>  ::The Borg looks confused, but continutes to move on Maverick, raising a hand with two pointed needles aimed at him::

CNS_Pratt says:
*SO*:  Julia, it's nearly time for your counseling session.  Will you be attending?

Host CO_Lenor says:
::decides to risk sitting and sits down in the Captain's chair::

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg1: No! Stop!

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Or else!

SCIKoepke says:
::sits straight up in chair::

FCOBrowng says:
CO:  The situation may be turning

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> ::The Borg gets to Maverick and slashes him with the needles::

SCIKoepke says:
*CNS*: I will be right there

Host XO_Mav says:
@:: shoots the borg ::

Ops_Grey says:
@CSO+CEO: I recommend phasers

CNS_Pratt says:
*SO*:  Acknowledged.

Ops_Grey says:
::fires phaser at borg::

SCIKoepke says:
::exits quarters, enters TL, forgets to put the PADD down::

CEOStevns says:
@::raises phasers and fires::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ::The Borg drops like a sack of potatoes... and the other Borg sit on the ground::

CNS_Pratt says:
::reviews SO personnel file to prepare for session::\

FCOBrowng says:
CO: Standby.  Maverick has just been slashed by the Borg

CEOStevns says:
@::hits borg and fires again::

Host XO_Mav says:
@All Borg: See? He was bad! The Collective told him to stop!

Ops_Grey says:
*Q* Beam the XO directly to sick bay

Host XO_Mav says:
@All Borg: WE ARE THE COLLECTIVE.

SCIKoepke says:
::exits TL and enters Pratt's office::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* what is the situtation?

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: It seems we have most un-borg like borg

SCIKoepke says:
Pratt: hello

Host XO_Mav says:
@*CO*We had a confused Borg... He cut me, but i'm fine.

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  Hello Julia.  Have a seat.

SCIKoepke says:
::takes seat::

Host XO_Mav says:
@*CO*He's dead. The others have sat down as I ordered them to.

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ::The Borg look confused and look at each other::  <All Borg> We are ready to enter the Collective.

SCIKoepke says:
::notices the PADD in her hand::

Ops_Grey says:
@XO: Ther could be brog nanoprobes in you sir

FCOBrowng says:
*AT* Does the XO require medical attention??

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* confused borg?  sat down as ordered?  what are we dealing with?

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  Are you working on something?  ::gestures to PADD::

Host XO_Mav says:
@*CO*These are rather emotionally weak borg... They are very confused. I've been playing mind games, telling them what to do. They seem to listen to me.

SCIKoepke says:
Pratt: no, just my messages, forgot to put it down

Ops_Grey says:
*Q* Unknown at the time possiblity of Nano probes in XO

FCOBrowng says:
*OPS* Does the XO need beamout?

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: The Collective will allow you to enter only if you do one thing!

Host XO_Mav says:
@*Browning*No!

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  So, how've you been doing?  I know you're probably not excited about a counseling session, but the Captain has ordered it...

FCOBrowng says:
*AT* Acknowledged

Ops_Grey says:
*Q*::scans XO:: No he is clear of Nano probes. Forgot we didn't have real borg down here

CSO_Sulek says:
@::scans XO's cut:: Ops:No nanoprobes

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: I am not excited about it...besides that, i've been doing my work

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Do not attack any of your fellow borg! 1 of 20 attacked me, a fellow Borg, and was eliminated!

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg> Maverick: We will do anything to finally be allowed into the Collective.

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  I've noticed that you have been a bit distracted though.  Anything you want to discuss?

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: You will all allow yourself to be checked by the collective! We are making you better! The collective will be more powerful than ever!

CEOStevns says:
@::still confused over situation::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg>  :They actually smile::

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: nothing, just a little overworked i guess...i've been working on the analysis of that plant, and then this whole thing with those twins and the borg started

SCIKoepke says:
CNS:not much time to get rest around here

Ops_Grey says:
@::wrinkles his nose in confusion::

Host XO_Mav says:
@*CO*Is it possible for us to set up a lab in the cargo bay to un-assimilate these borg?

CEOStevns says:
@CSO:well the XO just did it.

SCIKoepke says:
::glares at the PADD::

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: WHO ARE WE?

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  Well, that's certainly true.  We've all been working without interruption.

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: I believe what we have here is what the old term Earthcalled a Borg  wanna-be

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <Borg>  BORG!

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  Is that your plant analysis results?

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: i'm ready for another shore-leave

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Again! WHO ARE WE?

Host CO_Lenor says:
:;sighs::

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: no, those are in the lab. those are my personal messafes i "recently received from starfleet

Host ACTDMark says:
@  ::A piece fall off a few borg as they yell::  BORG!!!

Host CO_Lenor says:
::wonders why they always find the weird aliens::

Host XO_Mav says:
@*CO*If we are to do this, we have to do it fast. I'm trying to keep them busy.

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  You appear troubled.

Ops_Grey says:
@CSO: That can't be good

Host XO_Mav says:
@Borg: Good! Now continue sitting! You will all be perfected in time! Patience will reward you!

EO_Stefn says:
::Runs routine diagnostics on all essential systems and inputs a transverse, 15 string code that is the chemical composition of the fabled Tox Uthat::

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: I'm not

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* it is possible... have Sulek beam back to set it up

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  I don't mean to intrude.  You just keep staring at that PADD...

SCIKoepke says:
::puts PADD on the table, the message still showing::

CEOStevns says:
@*CO*shall I have EO_Stefn assist in the transformation of the docking bay.

CNS_Pratt says:
SO:  Maybe you're just nervous...

Host XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: You heard her. Beam back to the Quirinus and set up a lab in the cargo bay. We'll 'perfect' these borg.

Ops_Grey says:
*CO* I could help the Leutenant sir

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* if you feel he would be of assistance...

SCIKoepke says:
CNS: i'm just overworked

Host ACTDMark says:
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